Our Vision

Mark Gale, Chair

Recognising all that
people do to raise
families, look after
those who are frail
and vulnerable and
maintain healthy
communities can
be called ‘work’
and has value.

(giving & receiving)
Because it builds
trust between
people and fosters
mutual respect.
Someone receiving
support is not just
a consumer, but
also a co-producer.

Supporting
the core
economy

Building
social
networks

Through the
development of
relationships within
the community,
we will support
the general health
and well being
of individuals.
Thus contributing
to the ability of
individuals to
support themselves
and others without
the need for clinical
intervention.

Because people’s
physical and mental
well-being depends
on strong, enduring
relationships.

Our Aims

Of course.

We appreciate that
everyones situation is
different. The beauty
of timebanking is it’s
flexibility – just get
in touch and we can
have a chat about
what works for you.

Absolutely.
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2016

Yes!

We have built
some fantastic
relationships with all
sorts of business and
organisations over
the years. Give us
a call to discuss
the possibilities...

A loan or donation of
equipment and other
assets (meeting
rooms etc) is always
welcome. If you
think you might have
something useful,
get in touch!
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Call us and speak to one of the team: 01452 415900
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To support the
development of
our communities
through the model
of timebanking.
Increasing
community
cohesion, improving
health & wellbeing,
and contributing
to the reduction of
health inequalities.

To support, enhance
and promote the
core economy, by
creating effective
partnerships and
redefining resources.

To ensure that
all timebanks are
strong, vibrant,
well supported and
reflect the strengths
and skills of all
involved.

To develop a
framework to
monitor and
evaluate our work,
measuring the
impact of social
capital, changes in
health and wellbeing
and effectiveness of
co-production.

When the father of UK timebanking, Martin Simon, introduced me
and others to the idea of timebanking 20 years ago, we recognised it
as a simple but effective way to connect people and help build stronger
neighbourhoods. That year I was lucky enough to visit the USA and find
out more about timebanking from participants in Grace Hill, St Louis and
in Chicargo. The principles of timebanking have never changed but the
numbers of people helping each other through timebanks has increased
every year since then.
Every single participant has made a contribution and every exchange is
a cause for celebration. So lets raise a glass and say thanks to every one
who has helped make Fair Shares the amazing success it is and commit
ourselves to sharing our skills and friendship with even more people
in the next 18 years.

Martin Simon, Patron
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Promoting
reciprocity

“Can you
make use
of my lawn
mower?”
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Because people
themselves are
the real wealth
of society.

Redefining
‘work’

“Can my
business get
involved with
timebanking?”

Fair Shares helps people to feel good about themselves and to commit
to the places where they live. People share their skills, their care and their
inventiveness and by so doing restore a culture of community.
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Recognising
people as
assets

“Is it OK if
I can only
give my time
occasionally?”

“Every single
participant has
made a contribution
and every exchange
is a cause for
celebration.”

Community building is unpredictable and depends on collective action.
There is no linear pathway that, if followed will deliver a cohesive, equal,
respectful community. It is clear to us, however, that the first step is to
reconnect people, help them deepen their relationships and to rebuild trust.
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Come and join
the conversation...
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Self empowered
people in
strong, healthy
communities.

When we reach the ripe old age of 18 we are supposed to become adults
so it is with great pleasure that I am writing to say Fair Shares is now 18 years
old and is definitely now a grown up charity which has established its own
unique character and role in Gloucestershire. Our support for timebanking
is unique in the county and we are now the oldest timebank in Europe.

Visit our website: www.fairshares.org.uk
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“Over the years
Fair Shares has
shown us that there
appears to be no
limit to the skills,
talents, resources
and ingenuity of
the people in any
community.”

Timebanking does all of this very well and is a tool that is being widely used
to prepare the ground for successful ‘person-centred-care’, ‘community
empowerment’ and all forms of ‘co-production’. It is an asset based
approach and it recognises that community building can only be done
by the people who live in the community, those who call the place home.
When a community discovers what it cares about, what skills and connections
are already there then social action becomes a possibility and active
citizenship a reality. There is no other more powerful force for social change.
Over the years Fair Shares has shown us that there appears to be no limit to
the skills, talents, resources and ingenuity of the people in any community.
When unused talents and strengths are matched with unmet needs we
are reinventing a ‘social commons’, a shared wealth that is owned by
no-one and enjoyed by the many.

Email us at: time@fairshares.org.uk
Jez Spencer, CEO
We are in an era where we face many financial challenges. There will
never be enough money, but we can recognise and redefine the resources
that are available in abundance: the ‘in-kind’ contributions that support
communities every day. It’s these contributions we need to invest in if
we are to truly engage in co-production and community development.
Empowering people to define themselves as co-producers, as part of a
workforce, gives people a status and ability to get involved and contribute.

Designed by www.nimble-design.co.uk

T 01452 415 900
E time@fairshares.org.uk
W fairshares.org.uk

“It’s time to recognise
and redefine our
resources.”

It can be much easier to offer help than to ask for it return. But we must
foster a culture of reciprocity – giving and receiving – in order to create the
kind of world we all want to live in. And we need everyone’s engagement,
you, your family and your community. Because, even when we don’t
have the money, when we come together, we do have the time.

With many thanks to all our staff, participants and funders. Here’s to the next 18 years...
2016

1999
Newent timebank opens. “Fair Shares is the
new buzzword around Newent and surrounding
villages as the number of members increases
to 100 less than a year after it opens.”

2014

2000

First ever
Timebanking
convention
in the UK,
hosted by
Fair Shares.

1998
Fair Shares opens the first
UK Timebank in Stonehouse.
Launched by David Drew MP
with Martin Simon, the Director.

“The primary aim is to
promote a better sense
of neighbourliness”.
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2010

First annual holiday
for participants in
Bornemouth. A yearly event
supported by Barnwood Trust
and Fair Shares staff, it’s the
first trip to the sea for some.

Partnership formed with Friendship Cafe and the City Farm.
1000’s of hours generated over the years by participants
and used within the community to enable
others to receive help when they
cannot give back themselves.

2000
Fair Shares staff meet
the Minister of State,
Lord Falconer at 10
Downing Street.
funding
secured
from the
Active Community Unit.

49k

2000

2008

Chris Moore (Fair Shares
time broker) launches
Dementia Friendly Walks
alongside Stroud Museum
in the Park. Run by Fair
Shares participants and
staff, providing therapeutic
input for those living with
dementia and their carers.

2008
North Cotswolds Timebank
exchanged over
hours in a year.

2003

Cotswolds
Fair Shares sets
up rural cinema.

“A real inspiration
to the country.”

timebanks set
up nationally
based on the
Fair Shares
model.

2003

Gloucester
City Timebank
launched

3080

2004
Fair Shares and HMP Gloucester
begin the first prison Timebank.
The bike workshop donates
bikes to hospital staff in The
Gambia. Participants time
credits are used by
prisoners families.

“An
outstanding
scheme
which looks
to be
extended
nationwide.”

2010
Fair Shares helps participant
63 year old George to reunite
with his family after 15 years.

Fair Shares works with BBC
radio Gloucester to co-ordinate
the volunteer response to the
floods. Participants and staff
worked tirelessly to help
the desperate situation,
co-ordinating the supply
of fresh water to all
those affected.

Young Peoples project
receives funding from Police
and Crimes Commissioner.

2012

“An innovative approach
to an alternative to hard
cash, Britain’s first rural
Timebank comes to
the Cotswolds.”
2007

2015

Fair Shares attends national
Timebank conference to talk
about our work supporting
communities health and
well being. Sharing and
learning are main themes,
with attendees contributing
to the Fair Shares European
Conference in May.

Fair Shares opens its’ charity
shop in Stonehouse, home
of the first ever timebank.
Following some local
investment from CHK
charity, we were able
to invest in our
first social
enterprise
venture.

2015

Reyaz Limalia (Fair Shares time
broker) receives the ‘Point of
Light’ award from 10 Downing
Street in recognition of his
outstanding volunteering.

Fair Shares is invited by
the Gateway Trust and
Westmorland Family to be
a partner with the new M5
services. Local produce, local
staff – a business model
showing the way forward
for all road-side services.

2011

2013

2015

awarded
by Big Lottery to support
the Cotswolds Timebanks.

awarded by Stroud District
Council over 3 years.

awarded by Comic Relief
over 3 years.

£280k

2014

£11,550k

£127k

1998

2016
Fair Shares
celebrates its 18th
year and marks the
beginning of their
Social Enterprise,
including a new
woodwork shop.
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